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Background: OER @ HVCC

 Prior to 2017, OER was used on an informal level at HVCC
 OER Initiative formalized in 2017 with state funding
Included creation of OER Steering Committee, OER
Review Committee, and library staff with dedicated OER
duties
 By 2019, we had converted over 100 course sections to
OER, saving students over $250,000 in textbook costs in
Fall 2019 alone.

How can we expand on this?

Faced with stagnation
How do we re-engage our
converts?
They moved beyond what we
were offering
Interested in OER compilations
and authorship

How do we encourage open
licensing when faculty copyright
ownership is nebulous?
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Policy approved … now what?

Creative Commons for a common ground
 Take 1 – Trial Run
In-house professional development workshop
called “Creative Commons: The Basics”
Introduced attendees to basic copyright law
and Creative Commons licenses

 Only 4 attendees
 Feedback?
Need to rebrand
Tie more directly into OER Initiative

Creative Commons for a common ground

Take 2 – CC Workshop Redux
Rebranded workshop: “How to Openly Share your
Faculty-Created Materials Using Creative Commons”
Emphasized tie-in to OER Initiative in description
Revamped presentation focusing on ethos of open
education and the background of Creative Commons
Incorporated into annual Faculty Workshop Day, in
order to maximize attendance

Creative Commons for a common ground

Take 2 – Key Resources
Creative Commons for Educators
& Librarians
Copyright for Educators &
Librarians on Coursera
SUNY OER Services handouts
Creative Commons website
License Chooser
Set of examples to apply licenses
to live in workshop

Creative Commons for a common ground

Take 2 - Outcomes & Reactions
Maxed out our session seating
Immediate follow-up requested from attendees
True understanding of the benefits of using
Creative Commons licenses for our faculty and
adjuncts in particular
Overall assessment is still in the works

Going Forward
 Continuing continuing education
Open education and open pedagogy
continue to be buzzwords that our faculty
are attuned to
Continue to reinforce the tie-in to OER
Initiative
Re-offering of workshop in Fall 2020
semester (TBD)
Partnering more closely with our Center
for Effective Teaching
Practice what we preach in the library
with our LibGuides and teaching
materials

Questions?
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